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A cluster is a material state that lies between gas/plasma and solid, and exhibits 

prominent characteristics due to the large surface to volume ratio. The cluster mode is 

found to exhibit prominent characteristics such that the electromagnetic wave (laser) 

can propagate even if the average density is higher than the critical cut-off due the 

effect of surface polarization [1]. As the laser intensity increases, such a linear 

property is diminished whereas nonlinear dynamics emerges such as extremely high 

absorption characteristics of laser, higher harmonics radiation emission, high energy 

particle acceleration ascribed to Coulomb explosion, etc.       

Recently, high energy ion generation aiming at medical applications using the 

interaction between high power laser and cluster medium has been explored. Fukuda 

et al. performed experiments using a medium consisting of CO2 clusters embed in 

helium gas and found that laser propagates in the medium with self-focusing and 

collimated high energy ions exceeding 50MeV/n are produced [2].  

In order to simulate such a complex interaction between cluster medium and high 

power laser, we have explored a comprehensive particle based integral code 

(EPIC3D) which includes various atomic processes available for high-Z matter, 

collisional relaxation, radiation damping of electrons, electron-positron pair creation, 

etc. Using the code, we successfully found the underlying mechanism of high energy 

ion acceleration form the cluster medium where several fundamental physical 

processes, such as Coulomb explosion, magnetic vortex pinching, sheath acceleration 

etc. are synergetically incorporated. We also utilize such cluster mediums in higher 

power regime dominated by radiation damping and relativistic ion and produce a new 

high pressure material state for high energy density physics [3].  
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